
Dear students of 8
th
 –A and B forms,  

I hope you are well and miss our school English activities. But now I am ready to 

present you an opportunity to enjoy your freedom in learning English. 

 

I. Revise the grammar rules ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_uyAn3w-

uQ&list=PLM4sTm2N8XONW-dEFp1d7K2X_hOGo7aZA&index=17 ) and learn more about Present 

Perfect. (Grammar reference St.b. page 54) 

Practise  your new skills. 

1. Complete the dialogue with these words. There are two extra words. 

already  •   ever   •   for   •   just   •   never    

 since   •   yet 

A: Have you finished your homework (1) ……………………… ? 

B: Yes. I’ve (2) ……………………… finished it. 

A: Then let’s go! The others are (3) ……………………… at the water park.  

B: OK. I can’t wait to go. I’ve (4) ……………………… been there before. 

A: And I haven’t been there (5) ……………………… a long time. It’s going to 

be great!  

 

2. Choose the correct alternatives to complete the text.  

(1) Have you seen/Did you see The Martian yet?  

I (2) saw/have seen it last night and it was really good. The special effects were 

amazing. Sometimes I (3) felt/have felt like I was in the film!  

I (4) haven’t read/didn’t read the book so I can’t compare it to the film, but I (5) have 

liked/liked the film a lot. I’d recommend it to anyone! 

 

3. Complete the sentences with the present perfect form of the verbs given. 

1  I ……………………… (be) to the doctor’s three times this week. 

2  Jon can’t play tennis with us today. He ……………………… (hurt) his wrist. 

3  My dad ……………………… (have) his old car for over ten years! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_uyAn3w-uQ&list=PLM4sTm2N8XONW-dEFp1d7K2X_hOGo7aZA&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_uyAn3w-uQ&list=PLM4sTm2N8XONW-dEFp1d7K2X_hOGo7aZA&index=17


4  How long ……………………… you ……………………… (know) Emma? 

5   ……………………… you ……………………… (read) this article on diets in the 

magazine? It’s really interesting. 

 

If it isn’t enough for you, do more in your Workbook on page 34)))))) 

II.  What do you think has just happened in these photos? (St.b. page 50, ex.2) Write 

sentence with different ideas. 

III. It’s time for writing! Write six sentences about yourself, two with already, two 

with yet, and two with just. 

And now, change your sentences into questions to ask your friends or family 

members. 

 

Do your best! Be healthy!))) 

Your teacher,   Daria Vadimovna )) 


